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Editorial
by Joss Woolf
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SSometimes people say we are too competition-centric and as you leaf 
through the pages of this issue, some of you might be inclined to agree 
but if anyone can think of a better way of showing off our talents, 

please come and join the committee!

Whilst it is true that not everybody wants to enter competitions, it doesn’t 
mean that we can’t still benefit from seeing the fruits of those who do; we 
can still be inspired by their achievements and by observing new and diverse 
techniques being employed by some of the most imaginative people in our 
underwater world. But there is another view – see what Alex Mustard has to 
say about competitions inside….. 

We have come such a long way since the founding of BSoUP, 50 years ago, 
by Peter Scoones and Colin Doeg, the latter of whom has recently received 
recognition for all his endeavours with the presentation of a Lifetime 
Achievement Award from Diver Magazine. Interestingly, competitions formed 
a very important part of the underwater photographer’s curriculum even in 
those days…..

Your in focus team: Chris, Mike, Paul and Joss
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Cathy, where do you hail from?
I grew up in the home counties 
(Hampshire and Berkshire), spent time 
in Lancaster, Liverpool and London, 
but Bristol is now very much my home.

In 1987 I spent a year travelling round 
Australia and learned to dive on the 
Barrier Reef. I enjoyed it but had no 
great ambitions to carry on. When I 
came back to the UK and moved to 
Bristol I wanted to meet new people, 
so I joined Clifton Sub Aqua Club, 
got totally hooked on diving and 
established friendships that are still 
going strong today.

I WANTED TO SHOW SCEPTICAL 
FRIENDS THAT THERE REALLY WAS 
SOMETHING WORTH SEEING IN UK 
WATERS. 

I treated myself to a Nikonos V 
camera and took dreadful photos. 
I joined the Bristol Underwater 
Photography Group (BUPG) and 
my images improved dramatically. 
Founder members Gordon James and 
Alan James were both brutally honest 
and incredibly supportive. 

After the Nik V I moved on to a 
housed Nikon film camera, then 
stepped (reluctantly at first) into the 
digital age with the Nikon D100, 
D200 and current D7000 cameras. I 
confess to occasionally hankering after 
lightboxes and loupes, but realistically 
could never imagine going back to 
film – it’s far too difficult!

You are very modest about your 
achievements; you just get on with 
it and you get consistently good 
results; what would you say is the 
secret of your success?
I guess ‘success’ is subjective and 
most of us probably wish we could 
do better. I’m not a technical 
photographer, the science and 
equipment don’t excite me, but I know 
I’d be a much better photographer 

Through Snell’s Window  
Cathy Lewisin focus editor Joss Woolf interviews

Left: Juvenile batfish reflected against 
floating oil drums. Kungkungen Bay 
Resort,  Indonesia. 1/80s @ f16, ISO200, 
60mm lens Nikon D100
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if they did. I just enjoy what I do and 
am still wowed by many of the things 
I see underwater, which creates a 
natural enthusiasm for capturing them 
on camera. For technical revision I 
always dip into Martin Edge’s and 
Alex Mustard’s books before I go 
on holiday. In addition I try to find 
opportunities to photograph common 
subjects in a way that makes them a 
little less ordinary. My husband Chris 
is passionate about marine behaviour 
and I’ve learned a lot from him, which 
makes it easier to know what life is out 
there and where to find it. 

On a practical note, I have very good 
buoyancy which keeps backscatter to 
a minimum and I think really helps 

when you’re trying to focus in on 
macro subjects. 

Photography aside, how have you 
made your living in the past and 
what do you do now?
I worked for a large magazine 
publishing company for over 20 years 
and enjoyed most of my time there, 
but grew heartily tired of spending all 
day every day in front of a computer. 
In 2011 I made a career change 
to horticulture. I gained RHS and 
garden design qualifications, and was 
lucky enough to be offered a year’s 
traineeship at the University of Bristol 
Botanic Garden. Currently I look after 
two large, beautiful gardens as well 
as doing design, planting and graphic 

design work. I love it.

Usual question: who are your 
favourite photographers and why?
I admire Alex Mustard for his jaw-
dropping images, innovation and 
willingness to share knowledge. I also 
think Alex Tattersall and Nick More 
are producing fantastic work. Linda 
Dunk’s photos were an inspiration in 
my early days of BSoUP – she has a 
wonderful eye for colour 
and composition.

Are you attracted to any particular 
marine life?
I love celephapods. They’re weirder 
than science-fiction, intriguingly 
beautiful and intelligent enough to be 
curious about us. During a recent trip 
to Vancouver Island I spent a whole 
dive with a giant pacific octopus, 
watching it hunt over the reef while 
small fish leapt out like popcorn. I also 
enjoy photographing painted gobies, 
they come to life through a macro lens 
revealing themselves as remarkably 

Fireworks anemone, Loch Duich, Scotland. 1/250s @ f16 ISO 200, Nikon D7000, 
Sigma 18-50 lens. twin Sea & Sea strobes, inward lighting

Painted goby, wreck of the Hera, Falmouth1/100s, f14, ISO 160, 60mm lens, Nikon D200
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feisty characters. 

You strike me as very much a cold 
water aficionado; do you ever go 
to warmer locations?
 If I had to choose one diving location 
in the world it would be the UK. 
Next on the list is Canada, but I also 
really enjoy warm water diving. Bali 
and Sulawesi have some fascinating 
macro life, I love the atmosphere 
of Mexico’s Cenote caverns and of 
course the Red Sea is hard to beat for 
colourful reefs and wrecks. As far as 
extraordinary marine life is concerned 
I’ve snorkeled with humpback whales 
in French Polynesia, dived with mantas 
in the Maldives, and spent time with 

tiger sharks in the Bahamas. All were 
unforgettable experiences.

Photographically, however,  I think 
location matters less than the 
opportunity to spend time in the water 
at easy, shallow dive sites where you 
can concentrate on searching out 
and photographing subjects. I love 
solo diving in locations like this and I 
find this makes a big difference to my 
results. For this reason I enjoy the Fal 
and Helford estuaries in Cornwall, as 
well as the shallow reefs off Eyemouth 
and the Scottish lochs. We dive 
these sites at least once a year and 
I always find something new to get 
excited about. As far as return visits 

are concerned, I’m already looking 
forward to going back to Vancouver 
Island.

Is there any uncharted territory you 
would still like to visit?
I don’t have a great wish-list of dive 
locations, I’m happy to keep having 
the opportunity to dive and take 
photos wherever I can, but if I had to 
plump for one dream location it would 
be Antarctica – I’d love to see how 
light interacts with ice under water.
 
Have you ever had any diving 
miss-haps? 
Just after I came back from Australia 
I did my first ever UK dive with 

Clifton club. As we came back into 
West Bay harbour our in-board RIB 
was swamped by a huge standing 
wave. The engine died and we were 
stranded half-submerged with waves 
breaking over the top of us. Our dive 
kit floated off into the harbour and we 
were swept back out towards some 
rocks. Fortunately we were rescued by 
another dive boat in the nick of time. 
Naively I assumed this was a typical 
day’s diving and that UK divers were 
really hard core!

I know you are primarily a 
BUPG member because that’s 
where you live but you are also a 
member of BSoUP.

Angelita cenote, Mexico. 1/125s, f13, ISO 250, Nikon D200, 10.5 fisheye lens

Irish fishing boat, Maharees. Fuji Velvia slide film, Nikonos V camera (an early image 
that got me enthused about underwater photography)
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I enjoy being a member of both 
BSoUP and BUPG. They offer a 
constant source of inspiration. Just 
when you think you’ve seen it all, 
someone comes up with another 
extraordinary photo. It’s good to 
have such a fantastic support network 
of experienced photographers. I 
frequently ask the more tech-savvy 
members for advice, and a bottle 
of booze is all it takes to get my 
disgracefully scratched dome port 
polished to perfection! I think most 
of the Bristol group know each 
other’s photography style pretty well, 
so it’s refreshing to see work from 
BSoUP members. I also find BSoUP’s 
competitions an exciting challenge. 
The old-style portfolios were a head-
scratching compositional puzzle 
and I particularly like ‘on the day’ 
competitions because they focus my 

mind in a way that I find difficult to 
achieve during an ordinary dive.

What advice would you give to 
people starting out at the present 
time and indeed to people 
who have already been taking 
photographs for a while?
Photo workshops are invaluable for 
beginners. For old hands I would say 
‘don’t lose the magic’. The underwater 
environment is extraordinary, but it’s 
easy to get blasé about it when you’ve 
been diving for a while. I like to think 
that maintaining a sense of wonder 
and enthusiasm keeps your eye fresh 
and your mind inspired.

www.cathylewisphotography.com

Competitions and awards
2001  1st, BSoUP Beginner’s Portfolio competition • Highly Commended, Image 2001, British Prints awards 
• Silver, Image 2001, Splash-in competition, Stoney Cove  2002  1st, BSoUP Best of British Portfolio 
competition  2003  Gold, Image 2003, Special British Awards portfolio • Awarded Associate of the Royal 
Photographic Society - Nature Panel  2004  1st, BSoUP splash-in competition, Macro category  2005  3rd, 
BSoUP splash-in competition, Close up digital category  2006  1st, St Abbs Splash-in competition, Marine 
Life Portrait • Best digital image, St Abbs Splash-in competition  2007  Silver, BSoUP Splash-in competition, 
Fish category 2008 • 1st, BSoUP Splash-in competiition, Fish category • 1st, St Abbs Splash-in competition, 
Marine Life Portrait • 1st, St Abbs Splash-in competition, Reserve Atmospheric  2009  Grand prize winner, 
BSoUP Splash-in competition • Runner up, UK, BSoUP print competition • Runner up, Overseas, BSoUP 
print competition  2010  Winner, Advanced Overseas, BSoUP print competition • Highly commended, BSoUP 
print competition • 1st, BSoUP Splash-in competition, close up category  2011  3rd, British Underwater 
Image Festival, UK category • 1st, British Underwater Photography Championships, The Wildlife Trusts’ 
Living Seas category • Runner up, British Underwater Photography Championships, Mankind in the Seas  
2014  Grand prize winner, BSoUP Splash-in competition • 3rd, BSoUP Open Portfolio competition  2015  
3rd, Underwater Photographer of the Year competition, International Animal Behaviour • Commended, 
Underwater Photographer of the Year competition, UK Macro • 1st, BSoUP Open Portfolio competition  
2016  3rd, Underwater Photographer of the Year competition, British Macro • Commended, Underwater 
Photographer of the Year competition, British Macro • Overall winner, British and Irish Underwater 
Photography Championship
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Dave George, Warren Williams, Mike Busuttili, Colin 
Doeg, Mark Drayton, Tim Glover, early members of 
BSoUP with Mark Drayton receiving the Annual Open 
Portfolio Competition for 2017 award

Colin Doeg presents Fiona Scoones 
with BSoUP’s first Lifetime Achieve-
ment award which recognizes the 
outstanding contribution made by 
Peter Scoones to the society for more 
than half a century

Linda Pitkin receives an award 
on behalf of Brian to reflect his 
outstanding and longstanding 
contribution to the Society

Paul Colley presents Nick Watson 
with the first Brian Pitkin award in 
recognition of his work towards 
the livestreaming of our monthly 
meetings

Liz Smailes of Carpe Diem Maldives and Fiona Scoones 
present Trevor Rees with the BIUPC Trothy for being over 
all Champion  

Old Friends and Awards at the December 
BSoUP Meeting and AGM in London

Congratulations to Colin Doeg 
who, on the 21st October, 
was presented with a Lifetime 

Achievement Award at the Birmingham 
Dive Show.

Colin was a boy reporter during 
WW2.  He took up photography and 
was soon winning awards.  He started 
diving in the early 1960s and it was 
not long before he began portraying 
the underwater world on film.  In 
1965 he won the first International 
Underwater Photography Competition 
organised by DIVER Magazine.  Colin 
also took the first underwater images 
of basking sharks.

For all of his achievements in 
underwater photography, it is for his 
selfless contribution in helping others 
attain success that he has received the 
award.

In 1967, together with the late Peter 
Scoones,  he co-founded the British 
Society of Underwater Photographers 
with which we are all so familiar today. 
Fifty years on, BSoUP continues to 

mentor new photographers and has 
generated an outstanding body of 
alumni, all of whom are indebted to 
Colin and Peter’s influence.

Through his articles over the decades, 
Colin has educated photographers 
globally and has been cited as an 
inspiration by National Geographic 
underwater photographer David 
Doubilet.  In addition, as co-founder 
of Visions in the Sea underwater 
conferences, Colin introduced many 
of the world’s best professional 
cameramen and image makers to an 
audience of British photographers.

Colin receives 
DIVER Magazine 
Lifetime Achievement 
Award
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An Almost Undetected  
Sardine Run 
by Roland Conrad 

While the Caribbean coast of 
Colombia has been gaining in 
popularity among South American 
tourists for some time now, the Pacific 
side of this Latin American country 
is barely developed and borders 
on an almost untouched part of 
the ocean for divers. And all this 
despite the fact that once a year a 
huge natural phenomenon takes 
place here; a sardine migration that 
takes large shoals of these small fish 
straight to the coast. Just like the 
worldwide renowned Sardine 
Run in South Africa, this high 
concentration of biomass 
attracts many hunters. In 
contrast to its South African 
counterpart, however, it is 
Bonitos and not so much 
sharks and dolphins, which are 
the guests at this richly covered 
buffet.

The first planning for the 
journey sounds rather 
adventurous: Flight via Amsterdam 
to Panama City, then on to Medellín, 
the notorious drug capital of Pablo 
Escobar.
 
Then finally, by a small propeller 
aircraft we cross the Colombian 
jungle to an airport called Nuquí. 

What a surprise when you arrive in 
Medellín; a modern city the size of 
Munich steeped in culture and with 
a wide range of comfortable hotels.  

The drug mafia lost its firm grip on 
Medellín more than 20 years ago and 
what remains is an Escobar museum 
and guided tours of the former villas 
of the megalomaniac Heroin Lord. 
Horror sells well – especially when 
it has an authentic background. 
And nothing is as stable as a well-
groomed prejudice.

Medellín is situated in the middle 
of the mountains, surrounded by 
rainforest.  The next morning we went 

to the domestic airport in the middle 
of the city and boarded a Russian-
style propeller aircraft. Two hours later 
we landed at the airport, or rather 
the runway, of Nuquí. From there it 
was just a short walk to the local jetty 
and where a “Lancha” was waiting 
for us.  It is in these boats that almost 
everything is transported across the 
water in Latin America. 

Passing a military checkpoint - the 
peace treaty in the Colombian civil 

A place where no one has ever been before, a biological phenomenon that 
has barely been explored and an area over which mass tourism has not 
yet taken its toll. Doesn't that sound like an  underwater photographer’s 

ultimate dream? When my cave diving instructor in Playa del Carmen (Mexico) 
told me about it, it took me no more than five seconds to be on fire.

16 • BSoUP in focus
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war was still a few months away 
at the time of travelling - we then 
continued along the coast to our 
accommodation; a dive centre in 
the middle of nowhere. On one side 
flanked by rainforest and on the other, 
the Pacific Ocean with a narrow strip 
of beach in between.

Diving in such a remote place means 
first and foremost "safety first". If the 
nearest hyperbaric treatment centre is 
two hours' flight away and still at an 
altitude of 1500 metres, effectively, 
there is no hyperbaric chamber. Deco 
sickness is simply not an option here.

We spent the first two days in pouring 
rain searching in vain for sardine 

swarms but we were lucky from 
the third day onwards. We came 
to understand that the seabirds 
did not betray here, as in South 
Africa, the presence of a bait-ball 
below the surface of the water. No, 
here the pelicans simply sat lazily on 
the surface, holding their beaks in 
the water and apparently just gave 
themselves a good bite.  Only with 
snorkel, mask and fins could we start 
our photo hunt.

I was surprised by the colour of the 
water. Being so close to the equator I 
expected a clear, deep blue. However, 
a lot of organic material had washed 
in as a result of our proximity to 
the rainforest.  Near the coast, the 

BSoUP in focus • 19

“In calm seas, 
photos succeed in 
which the ocean 
and the sky seem 
to form a unity.”
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“For us underwater photographers there is a rare opportunity to photograph net fishing in 
the water - of course only with great caution and by agreement with the fishermen”

“For local fishermen, the schools of sardines are also an economic factor. With simple boats 
and nets they try to make a good catch.”

THATS WHO.

WHO HAS THE LARGEST SELECTION
OF THEM ALL?

MIRRORLESS
MIRRORLESS
ON THE WALL

.COM
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visibility was therefore very cloudy 
in parts.  About half a mile out the 
oceancleared up and became a 
wonderful aquamarine to greenish 
colour. I hadn't expected that.

We were lucky; a very compact ball of 
pacific sardines awaited us. They turn 
around themselves at an enormous 
speed. To make it easier for them 
to be eaten, they need to be driven 
closer to the surface. I looked around. 
No dolphins like in South Africa, no 
sailfish like in Mexico, and no sharks. 
So I took a deep breath and dived. At 
about ten meters I saw them: Bonitos. 
This is a relatively common biological 
species belonging to the mackerel and 
tuna family. They are not particularly 
imposing in appearance or size but 
they impress by their speed. Again and 
again they hammer from below into 
the sardine swarm.

As a photographer, I am thrilled by the 
wonderful formation that the swarm of 
sardines holds.

Sometimes they form an almost 
geometrically perfect spherical shape. 
Since the Bonitos attack exclusively 
from below, they do not destroy 
the structure, and it maintains its 
shape. There is much less action 
than hunting silky sharks or bryde's 
whales, which like to drive through 
a swarm of sardines with their huge 
open mouths. I had plenty of time to 
take my pictures. Film-makers and 

videographers may be happier with 
the Sardine Run in South Africa but as 
a stills photographer, this was exactly 
where I wanted to be.

For three consecutive days we were 
lucky enough to be able to spend 
several hours with the sardines. We 
got even better results as soon as the 
sun came out but unfortunately, that 
didn’t last for long. 

Back on land, this stretch of coast  
had a lot to offer too. Above all, 
peace and seclusion; no traffic 
noise, no phone and no internet. 
Only occasionally, the noise from the 
compressor or generator cut through 
the soundscape of the sea and the 
rainforest. How refreshingly wonderful 
it was to be able to actually talk to 
your fellow travellers instead of having 
your head buried in the internet.

But although all good things must 
come to an end, while we dried off our 
dive gear on the last day, we took the 
opportunity to explore the rainforest, 
take a canoe trip and visit a hot spring. 

A rainforest is so-called for good 
reason. Flood-like cloudbursts were 
a daily occurrence; the sun would 
come out and water vapour would 
immediately rise from the wet ground 
and creep into all corners and 
crevices. My camera equipment had a 
particularly hard time. It's a good thing 
it was due  to be overhauled anyway.

“The tourism infrastructure on the Colombian coast is still in its infancy. Our "hotel" turned 
out to be a bamboo house directly on the beach. We lodged overnight in hammocks.”
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I am preaching to the converted 
when I say that taking underwater 
photographs is not easy.  Nothing 

ever goes completely to plan, but 
despite the trials, we all love the thrill of 
image chasing and creation.  

If you spend enough time in the water 
and with a bit of luck, every now and 
again your hard work can create 
something that pleases a judge’s eye 
enough to be worthy of recognition. 

On the morning of the BIUPC 
competition, I had planned my diving 
to coincide with low tide at Hook Head 
in County Wexford (about a three hour 
ferry-ride from Fishguard – if any of 
you are ever interested in making the 
trip).  Some shore dives are best dived 
at high tide as they have better visibility 
and others are protected from crashing 
waves at low tide.  The day before the 
competition, I had a bit of a panic when 
I realised I had misread the tides, and 
mixed up high and low water.  Luckily 
it wasn’t a problem on the day, as the 
weather was fine and sea conditions 
were good, meaning that I could dive 
any site regardless of the tide.
        
The picture was taken at a site called 
Solomon’s Hole – think of the now 
collapsed Azure Window in Gozo, only 
on a much smaller scale.  I had dived 

it once already this season and knew it 
had some potential for a split shot with 
people looking down on the diver.

With this plan in mind, I had invited a 
few members of my dive club, Wexford 
Sub Aqua, to come along.  Their 
purpose was to carry gear, lend a hand 
when necessary, but also make sure to 
keep out of the shot.  The main man was 
Balazs Bauer, with whom I have dived 
for years and he is a photographer’s 
dream; a natural when it comes to 
posing and can often see a potential 
shot before the photographer does.  
Balazs also brought his Hungarian 
friend, Kitty Csorba-Deak and her son 
Andras, who posed in the background 
of the shot.

The four divers and friends had a ten 
minute walk in full gear with cameras, 
which is tedious at the best of times, 
but worse for me because I was limping 
from a recent football ankle injury.  It 
wasn’t too bad on the flat walk to the 
site, but it was a nightmare on the way 
back.  I struggled to boost myself up the 
rocks, with an ankle that could barely 
support my body weight, let alone dive 
gear and a housing. 

The image itself was also a challenge 
to make.  August is mackerel fishing 
time and brings out people who only 

Behind the Image
by Ivan Donoghue 

Solomon’s Hole in Hook Head in the south east of Ireland

Rubbish on seabed
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fish a few weeks a year.  Unfortunately 
some of them have no regard for the 
rubbish they leave behind.  Plastic hook 
bags and other debris were floating at 
our entry point.  I knew I couldn’t clone 

these out of the image, so the first job 
of the spare divers was to clear away 
this debris before we entered the water.   
Wexford Sub Aqua Club is affiliated with 
An Taisce’s Cleancoast scheme, and so 
our club often organises beach clean 
ups and we try to remove what we can 
on every dive.  Emma Byrne and Seamie 
Kane did a great job on this one and 
even recovered beer cans and fishing 
rods from the seabed.  

In the water, Balazs and I were in the 
swell zone close to shore, so we were 
constantly moving back and forth.  I was 

using the internal flash of my Canon 
550D to trigger the Inon Z-240 strobes, 
which can be frustratingly slow.  I would 
be looking through the viewfinder and 
just watching a great split evolve in 

front of me but 
getting a camera 
“busy” symbol, as 
the internal flash 
recharged. 

As Kitty and Andras 
don’t speak English, 
Balazs had to 
surface to translate 
my instructions into 
Hungarian.  “Move 
left, move right” 
became “Menj kicsit 
balra, Menj kicsit 
jobbra”.  

I also had to be 
aware of background diver’s bubbles 
and you can see some on the left of the 
image. 
I had to snap Balazs on his inhale, while 
trying to get the surface and underneath 
in view. The sun was behind the diver 
and the people, with no clouds in the 
sky, so the background is over exposed, 
but is saved by the shape of Andras 
standing and the red colour of Kitty’s 
jumper.

The image was taken just nineteen 
minutes after entering the water; similar 
to when you go shopping, it’s often the 
items you look at in the first shop that 

Image by Ivan Donoghue of diver in Hook 

Byrne toast a clean up job well done
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you ultimately return to.  Settings were 
ISO 400, f6.7, 1/200 with a Tokina 10-
17 lens and an Aquatica housing.

You can see water droplets and small 
scratches on the dome - and these 
became more visible when I lightened 
the shadows to try to highlight the cave 
wall. I couldn’t clone these out. I would 
like to try that image again and see if I 
can cast more light onto the cave wall, 
perhaps with some off lighting.
  
This brings me on to the great thing 
about our hobby.  Divers complain 
about doing the same site over and 
over, but for us, every time we dive 
with a camera, it is like walking into 
a photo studio for the first time.  That 

crevice, which was empty yesterday, 
now has a blenny peeking his head out, 
so you spend twenty minutes trying to 
capture his face.  The piece of kelp that 
yesterday was so bland is now backlit by 
the sun rays and looks magical. 

After this dive we tried two other sites.  
One required yet another walk across 
fields, with a nice stranger helping to 
carry my gear, only to find that the dive 
site was a wash out.  The last dive was 
under the lighthouse but viz was poor 
with few photo opportunities.

Overall, it was an ankle stretching, back 
busting, long walking, busy sort of a 
day……but I can’t wait for next year.

01803 663012 - sales@sea-sea.com
www.sea-sea.com

OPTICAL DOME PORTS

OPTICAL DOME PORT II 100
FOR FISHEYE LENSES
100mm OPTICAL GLASS DOME

OPTICAL DOME PORT II 165
FOR FISHEYE AND WIDE-ANGLE LENSES
165mm OPTICAL GLASS DOME165mm OPTICAL GLASS DOME

OPTICAL DOME PORT II 230
FOR FISHEYE AND WIDE-ANGLE LENSES
IDEAL FOR HALF-IN-HALF-OUT SHOTS
230mm OPTICAL GLASS DOME

Ivan Donoghue, Balazs Bauer and Kitty Csorba-Deak
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BIUPC Champion 2017

Congratulations go to Trevor Rees 
who was the overall winner of the 
competition.  Trevor’s prize is a 
voucher worth £1650 towards a trip to 
the Maldives courtesy of Carpe Diem.  
Trevor also received the Peter Scoones 
trophy, to hold for one year and a 
BSoUP trophy.

Best Newcomer
Congratulations go to Brian Kelly for 
his image of a fan worm.  Brian won 
a Scubapro Nova torch sponsored by 
Mikes Dive Store.

Wide Angle
Congratulations go to Kirsty Andrews 
who won this category with her image 

of a Blue Shark.  Her prize is a made-
to-measure dry suit by O’Three.

The runner up in this category was 
Ivan Donoghue with his split shot of 
a diver in a cave. (He describes how 
he got the shot in a separate article in 
this magazine.) Ivan received a BSoUP 
trophy.

Close-up
The winner of this category was Trevor 
Rees whose image of an anemone 
and sunburst was also chosen as the 
overall winner. Trevor won a diver’s 
torch sponsored by Underwater World 
at Stoney Cove and he also received a 
BSoUP trophy.

The runner up in this category was 
Jason Gregory with his image of 
a sea-pen. Jason received a BSoUP 
trophy.

Restricted Category
Congratulations to Vicky Paynter 
with her image of a seal. Vicky won 
an Aqua Lung i300 dive computer 
sponsored by Oyster Diving and a 
BSoUP trophy. The runner up was 
James Lynott with his image of an 
anemone.  James received a BSoUP 
trophy.

British & Irish Underwater 
Photography Championship 

The third BIUPC in its new format took place on the 26th August 2017 
and attracted a record number of participants around the British Isles and 
Ireland.

A total of 99 images were entered comprising 40 close-up, 27 wide angle and 
32 compact camera images.  The competition was co-ordinated by Sarah 
White, Martha Tressler and Anthony Holley and was judged by Paul Colley, 
Nick Pfeiffer and Joss Woolf.  
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Top: Fan worm by Brian Kelley, Best Newcomer.  Seal by Vicky Paynter, winner of the 
Resticted Category.  Anemone by James Lynott, runner up in the Restricted category.
Split shot of a diver in cave by Ivan Donague, runner-up in the Wide-angle category  Top: Blue shark by Kirsty Andrews, winner of the Wide-angle category.

Below: Sea Pen by Jason Gregory, runner up in the Close-up category. 
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Focus On –  Competition Results

SEPTEMBER
UNDERWATER EXCELLENCE

Congratulations to Pedro Vieyra 
who was the winner of this year's 
Underwater Excellence competition 
with a close-up of a blenny and wide-
angle shots of a Cenote and Mobula 
rays in Mexico.

Congratulations also to Martyn 
Guess and Joe Daniels who came 
second and third respectively. Martyn's 
portfolio comprises close-ups of 
a Mantis Shrimp with eggs and a 
Seahorse and a wide-angle image of 
Blue Sharks. Joe's portfolio comprised 
a close-up of a Skeleton Shrimp and 
wide-angle shots of Blue Sharks and 
Sweetlips.

There were 14 portfolios entered and 
these were judged by Nick More.

The top six:-
1 Pedro Vieyra
2 Martyn Guess
3 Joe Daniels
4 Henley Spiers
5 Mark Pickford
6 Catherine Holmes

1st Pedro Vieyra
The Pit: f4.8 1/45 ISO800             

The Pit is a very deep Cenote on the 
Yucatan peninsula, Mexico – the blue 
haze below is the hydrogen sulphide 
cloud at around 40 meters. A stunning 
dive; the second time I dived it there 
were divers at various depths giving 
a nice perspective. I framed the shot 
by lighting the formations from a 
side passage. Exploring divers and 
archaeologists have discovered 
human bones in the system dated 
as old as 13,000 years. The caves 
were inhabited by hunter gatherers 
during the last ice age when the sea 
levels were lower. Bones of prehistoric 
animals have also been found there.

Blenny: f16 1/90 ISO320
This is a browncheek blenny, 
Acanthemblemaria crockeri, endemic 
to the Sea of Cortez, distinguished by 
a large brown cheek spot outlined in 
black. This one was nicely outlined by 
the white sponge around its shelter. 
Fights between males have been 
observed to last ten minutes, with jaw 
wrestling and nipping. Males attract 
females by displaying their vertical 
fins and jerking up and down. After 
depositing her eggs on the tube walls 
she leaves the male to care for them 
until they hatch.

Mobulas: f9.5 1/180 ISO400
This was a lucky encounter with a 

Pedro Vieyra, 1st place 
Underwater Excellence 
portfolio
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Martyn Guess, 2nd 
place Underwater 
Excellence portfolio

Jo Daniels, 3rd 
place Underwater 
Excellence portfolio
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school of Mobula munkiana at Cabo 
Pulmo marine reserve at the Southern 
tip of Baja California, Mexico. On 
the way to a dive site, we saw them 
feeding at the surface and jumped 
in to snorkel with them for twenty 
minutes, then were treated to a 
display of breaching – pure magic! 
Although known to form very large 
aggregations, they are exposed to 
gillnet fisheries and vulnerable due to 
fecundity of only one pup per female.

2nd Martyn Guess
Image I Back-lit Hedgehog  seahorse 
– Dauin Philippines. ISO 200 F20 
F/1250th Nikon D5 105 mm Macro 
Iron Narrow beam torch with one Iron 
240z on very low power to illuminate 
the front

Image 2  Blue Shark and Pilot Fish 
Open Atlantic fail Azores Nikon D5 
ISO 500 1/125th F16

Image 3 mantis with soon to hatch 
eggs.  Soraya Secrets Bali. Snoot Lit. 
Nikon D5, Retra LSD snoot. F/22 
1/250th ISO 400

3rd Joe Daniels
With this portfolio I tried to show 
a wide variety of subjects and 
techniques. Starting with a half and 
half image of a pair of British blue 
sharks shot off the coast of Cornwall. 

My next image was shot in Raja Ampat 
and is of a school of oriental sweetlips 

surrounded by silversides. The schools 
of fish covered a small bommie 
constantly moving, swirling around the 
bommie which I wanted to convey in 
the image, using a slow shutter speed 
and slight spin. 

My third image is of tiny Skeleton 
Shrimp with its young. I used a small 
aperture, fast shutter speed and 
slightly back-lit the shrimp in order to 
emphasise the detail.

OCTOBER
BEST OF BRITISH

Congratulations to Trevor Rees who 
was the winner of this year's Best of 
British Portfolio Competition. Trevor's 
portfolio comprised images of a Blue 
shark, a Hermit crab portrait and a 
Diver on a wreck.

Congratulations also to Arthur 
Kingdon and Nick More who came 
second and third respectively.

A total of 19 portfolios were sub-
mitted and these were judged by 
Saeed Rashid.

The top six:-
1 Trevor Rees
2 Arthur Kingdon
3 Nick More
4 Kirsty Andrews
5 Cathy Lewis
6 Rick Ayrton

Trevor Rees,
1st place 
Best of British 
portfolio. 

SCUBA's sponsorship 
for the winner was a 
prize of £200.00
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Nick More, 3rd place 
Best of British portfolio

Arthur Kingdon, 2nd place 
Best of British portfolio

1st Trevor Rees  
Image1  Blue shark in sun rays (Pg 
39). Taken 10 miles off shore by RIB 
from Penzance, Cornwall.

Nikon D600, Sigma 15mm lens, 
natural light, F10, 1/250th ISO 1250

Photographing blue sharks has 
become so popular with many 
photographers in the last few years 
that it is difficult to come up with a 
different looking shot. I was fortunate 
to have a sunny day with good 
visibility on the only successful trip I 
have managed in 3 seasons of trying. 
I concentrated on making sure I 
captured the available light sunrays 
and was happy with the shark 

smaller in the frame.

Image 2  Hermit crab portrait. 
Wemyss Bay, The Clyde, Scotland. 
Nikon D90, Nikkor 60mm, Sea & Sea 
YS 110 strobe with snoot, f16, 1/200 
sec, ISO 250

I love photographing these cute, 
endearing crustaceans. This was a 
particularly big hermit crab in a large 
old dog whelk shell for its home. I 
aimed for a tightly cropped close-up 
to emphasize the detail of the eyes 
and tentacles for an engaging portrait 
shot.

Image 3  Diver on tug boat wreck 
The Stanegarth wreck, Stoney Cove, 
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Leics. Nikon D600, Sigma 15mm 
lens,  dual Sea & Sea YS110 strobes 
and Inon S2000 remote strobe, F5, 
1/50 sec ISO 2000

Diving wrecks is an important part 
of the British diving scene and the 
Stanegarth wreck at this hugely 
popular quarry may be the most dived 
wreck in the UK. For a fresh take on 
this wreck I used a remote strobe to 
light the propeller. This was positioned 
behind the rudder and hard wired 
to my housing with a 10m length of 
fibre-optic cable. From a dark and 
gloomy scene I was pleased with the 
dramatic result and grateful to my 
model for patiently posing for me.

2nd Arthur Kingdon
Basking Shark
Nikon D7000 with a Tokina 10-
17mm lens (at 10mm) in an Aquatica 
housing, no strobes. F11, 1/125th 
sec, ISO 560

It had been many years since I had 
seen my first basking shark and 
I had never actually managed to 
photograph one until a trip this 
summer to the Island of Coll in the 
Inner Hebrides. I was with Basking 
Shark Scotland when I photographed 
this 8m male shark, while snorkelling 
between the Islands of Coll and Tiree. 

John Dory
Nikon D7000 with a Sigma 17-70mm 
in an Aquatica housing, twin Inon 

Z240 strobes. F8, 1/60thsec, 
ISO 200

Just as with the basking shark, I had 
never managed to photograph a John 
dory and it had been many years 
since I had even seen one. In October 
2016 I heard reports of sightings off 
Chesil Cove and saw some excellent 
video footage of one by Colin Garrett, 
who works at Underwater Explorers’ 
dive shop (Portland). I buddied up 
with Colin on a night dive and this 
specimen was spotted quite early into 
the dive. Covered in sea lice and 
posing on some colourful weed, he 
made for a good subject. 

Anemones
Nikon D7000 with a Tokina 10-17mm 
in an Aquatica housing, twin Inon 
Z240 strobes. F8, 1/80thsec, 
ISO 200

These colourful anemones were found 
on a dive near St Abbs, diving with 
Dive Stay on their excellent boat Wave 
Dancer. There are several sites in the 
area that are named ‘Anemone Gully’ 
but this was by far the most colourful 
site I had ever found. There were lots 
of anemones but this particular group, 
on a small mound, offered the most 
pleasing composition. 

3rd Nick More
1. Blue reflections - Blue Shark 
Penzance. UK Olympus OM-D E-M1 
& Panasonic 8mm Nauticam Housing 

Some things in life are harder than they need to be...

...a tailored drysuit needn’t be one of them.

Buy an O’Three o� the peg suit and we will 
tailor it to �t you perfectly at no extra cost
We will even �t you in your own home,
no need to leave your sofa..

www.othree.co.uk/home-�tting-service

• Dedicated one-to-one service.
• Remote fitting and advice.
• Free pick up and returns.
• Simple process.

Suits tailored, complete and ready to dive from £950 

and we will be with you for your whole journey...
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& 2 x Sea & Sea YS-D1 Strobes f/10 
1/200th ISO200. 

2. Grey Seal Portrait 
Farne Islands, UK Nikon D500 & 
Nikon 10.5 FE Nauticam Housing
2 x Inon Z240 Strobes, f/13 
1/250th ISO200. 

3. Pike Blur – Pike
Stoney Cove, UK Nikon D500 & 
Tokina 10-17 @ 17mm Nauticam 
Housing  2 x Inon Z240 Strobes f/18, 
1/8th, ISO200

NOVEMBER
BEGINNERS PORTFOLIO

Congratulations to Nur Tucker 
who was the winner of this year's 
competition. Congratulations also 
to Paul Pettitt and Catherine 
Holmes who came second and third 
respectively.

There were 17 entries which were 
judged by David Alpert.

The top six:-
1 Nur Tucker
2 Paul Pettitt
3 Catherine Holmes
4 Alison Pettitt
5 Jo Horrocks
6 Christian Llewellyn

1st Nur Tucker
Nikon D7100 SUBAL housing.

St John's Cave Classic cave shot with 
a model in the Red Sea, taken with 
available light.

Clownfish
Taken in Lembeh, this shot is pretty 
much straight out of the camera. 
Nikon D7100 and a 60mm lens. I 
like it as I can see both of its eyes 
and its mouth is open as if it is saying 
something to me.

Cave
Taken in a little cave in La Paz this 
year. We spent a week in Los Isolates 
where there is a protected sea lion 
colony. Sea Lion pups are very cute 
and playful. 

Nudi
Lembeh, Indonesia. One of its 
rhinophores was missing so I decided 
to take the shot from the other side 
diminishing the impact of its missing 
rhinophore. 

Arborek Jetty 
I spent a good 100 minutes under this 
famous jetty.  I like the symmetry in 
this photo and the colours of the soft 
corals create a lovely contrast. 

Common Seahorse 
I saw this common sea horse at the 
end of a dive in Lembeh. I was tired 
and the sea horse looked pretty 
ordinary so I decided not to spend 
too much time with it. But when I later 
downloaded the images I realised 

Paul Pettitt, 2nd place Beginners portfolio

Nur Tucker, 1st place Beginners portfolio
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that it was quite photogenic. It has 
beautiful eyes. I wish I had spent more 
time with it.

2nd Paul Pettitt
I spent this year basically not using 
strobes and instead using natural light 
(except top left pic) or back lighting 
using torches etc….all good fun. I use 
a Nikon D500 in a Nauticam housing.

Top left
Philippines 1x Inon strobe fitpro +10. 
Top centre Egypt, Anemone City in a 
cave. Natural light beams with just a 

kiss of strobe Tokina 10-17 with 1.4 
teleconverter

Top Right
Swanage Pier Alison is the model. 
Natural light, having dived the pier 
hundreds of times to know the best 
place and times for the light Tokina 
10-17mm.

Bottom Left   
NAD Lembeh.  Side lit with a torch 
whilst waiting for the critters to turn up 
on a blackwater dive.
Nikon 105mm.

Catherine Holmes, 3rd place Beginners portfolio

Bottom Centre   
Tile wreck Egypt model Alison. 
Machine Room made use of the light 
beam coming in from above and used 
her torch to add shape Tokina lens 
10-17mm.

Bottom Right 
Natural light at 2-3m Farnes 10-17 

3rd Catherine Holmes
Four years ago I upgraded to a 
mirrorless Olympus OMD E-M5 
having been frustrated missing the 
action with shutter delays and lens 
limitations. Recently I upgraded to 
the OM-D EM10 Mark11 with a 
Nauticam housing.
 
Diver swimming through silversides 
was taken at Eden Rock in the 
Caymans July 2017. It took several 
swim through attempts by our patient 
dive guide to get the perfect shot with 
two layers of fish giving the impression 
of a tunnel of fish. 1/60@f7.1 ISO 
200 8mm Lumix Fisheye 8/F3.5

Pigmy sea horse, Lembeh October 
2016. I felt placing the image below 
the diver brought colour and impact 
to the centre of the portfolio. 1/160@
f22 ISO 200 Olympus M60mm F2.8 
macro

The harlequin shrimp was also taken 
in Lembeh. Seeing one had been top 
of my wish list for many years. 1/80@
f11 ISO 250 Olympus 

M60mm F2.8macro

The stingray split shot was taken at 
the sandbank, Stingray City in the 
Caymans, July 2017. Here you are 
able to spend an hour with large 
numbers of stingrays which arrive 
daily for feeding nearby. 1/125@f11 
ISO250 8mm Lumix G Fisheye 8/F3.5

One of the last images of the 
Kittiwake, Cayman Islands in her 
upright position, before the recent 
storms that have knocked her on her 
side. Inevitably with such a popular 
wreck, I waited a long time to get 
an image without many divers in the 
picture. It was my first time using a 
magic filter and available light, and 
I was amazed at how much the filter 
changed, improved and lifted the 
image. The diver below the ship gives 
some scale to this beautiful wreck. 
Setting the white balance was also a 
function that I rarely use as most shots 
are with flash, and was essential here 
with the filter.

1/100@f7.1 ISO400 8mm Lumix 
Fisheye 8/3.5 - with magic filter.

Finally the split shot of the free diver in 
Corfu Greece, August 2017. I used 
available light for this image of my 
daughter on a family holiday, where 
against all advice I took my camera kit! She 
patiently swam back and forth until she was 
in an acceptable position. 1/125@f11 ISO 
200 8mm Lumix Fisheye 8/F3.5.
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going wrong over here.

To win a club competition at BSoUP 
(or BUPG and NUPG for that matter) 
you definitely need to be good. First 
you need to know what you are doing 
and you need to take a very good 
photograph. This is typically the best 
possible rendition of an image that 
everyone has seen before. That must be 
the best, right? However, to win in the 
big international awards, you need to 
take a good photograph, but you also 
need to offer something novel, to show 
an image that presents something new 
to those judges, not just better.  

I feel that when we’re too focused on 
our club competitions and we focus 
too much on beating our buddies, it 
discourages us from being original. I 
don’t believe it takes any more shooting 
skill to win internationally, but I do think 
it requires a different mental approach. 
It requires a mind-set that means being 
prepared to try something new; add a 
fresh twist to what has been done before. 
And critically this means sacrificing dives, 
getting mediocre results, feeling a drop 
in our hit rate while we experiment and 
learning what works and what doesn’t. 
When it comes together, however, the 
results are worth waiting for.
 
This summer, German photographer 
Tobias Friedrich joined one of my Red 
Sea workshops. He’s had lots of success 
in major international contests and it 
was interesting for me to contrast his 

approach with others. He was always 
willing to experiment and try to produce 
something original. Sometimes it meant 
that his dives produced little and he 
missed out on getting solid versions 
of classic opportunities. But he also 
produced some stunning and original 
images. I believe his approach was the 
right one and I guess the proof will come 
in future sets of results. 

The UK is pretty much unique in 
Europe in having an organisation like 
BSoUP and the advantages massively 
outweigh any negatives many times 
over. Photographers from other countries 
are always envious. But I fear that 
having such an active roster of club 
contests is actually the reason we’re 
under-represented in the International 
competitions. We’re too focused on 
beating each other, and fixated on taking 
the images required to do so! It means 
we’re not focused on producing the 
images that measure up internationally. 

Perhaps my opinion is wide of the mark 
and I’ll be proved wrong in next year’s 
Underwater Photographer of the Year 
(UPY) and WPY. I am not suggesting 
dropping our contests, but I do believe 
that British underwater photography 
would benefit if we all shifted our 
priorities and focused instead on 
producing the more original style of work 
that pushes underwater photography 
forward and is required to win away, 
rather than just at home. 

The Correct Focus ?     
Opinion by Alex Mustard

At this year’s Dive Show, Martin Edge and I extolled the value of fresh 
ideas and experimentation in producing outstanding underwater images, 
something, that is in my opinion, now more important than ever. I had 

planned to introduce the talk with some thought provoking comments on the UK 
UW photo scene to strengthen our case, but we were a little late starting, so I 
skimmed through them. Instead, I’ve scribbled these opinions down below.

This critique certainly doesn’t apply to 
everyone or even any of us all of the 
time, and these are words that I definitely 
need to read too, at times. My own 
regular failing is shooting a standard 
shot that I know I can use, as opposed to 
risking something more creative. Anyway, 
I hope that those who value competitions 
take this in the spirit it is intended; as a 
valuable kick up the jacksie!

In September I attended the Oasis 
International Wildlife Photography 
Awards  (category winner, guilty!) and 
had an enjoyable evening eating fine 
Italian food (definitely better than we 
get at our Wildlife Photographer of 
the Year (WPY) ) and socialising with 
the other photographers. I met several 
European underwater photographers 
I hadn’t crossed paths with before and 
commented on the number of different 
French, Italian and Spanish shooters 
whose names crop up in the big 

international contests currently. In return, 
I was asked where are the other Brits? 
It is a question, I have been asked a 
few times down the years (not always so 
politely) and it got me thinking because 
the answer is definitely not the obvious 
one.

I have been lucky enough to dive 
with and shoot alongside very many 
underwater photographers from all 
around the world. And I have absolutely 
no doubt that the Brits I have dived 
with have as much camera talent as 
those from overseas. So where are we 
failing? What marks out the guys that 
dominate the upper echelons of the 
big international contests is a desire to 
be different, an intention to break new 
ground. This has nothing to do with 
underwater photography knowledge, or 
shooting skills. It is about what we are 
focused on trying to achieve with our 
pictures. I believe this is where we are 
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BSoUP / Diver Print Competition   

BSoUP

The best of show and overall winner 
of the Grand Prize was selected by 
an independent panel of judges 
comprising Nigel Eaton, Chief Editor 
of DIVER Magazine, Paul Colley, 
Chairman of BSoUP and Martin 
Edge, author and underwater photo-
journalist. The judges also highly 
commended sixteen prints.
 
"The judges thought that the 
competition was of a very good 
standard overall this year, with some 
outstanding images at the high end. 
Some otherwise excellent submissions 
were let down slightly by basic errors, 
including framing,  backscatter, blown 
highlights, cluttered compositions, lack 
of contrast; over-processed images 

and errors in lighting (for example 
harsh shadows or subject eyes in 
deep shadow on head-on shots). The 
judges selected an overall winner and 
a runner up.

RESULTS - The Judges' Choice

Overall Winner: Nick More

The image of the shark itself is 
impressive enough; razor sharp detail 
and perfectly controlled exposure. But 
these days that is not enough to win 
and the photographer knew it before 
he got into the water. He was willing 
to risk many unsuccessful shots during 
these rare and expensive encounters 
by using a less-predictable, but high 

The annual BSoUP/DIVER Print Competition was held at Dive 2017 at the 
NEC, Birmingham over the weekend of 21-22 October. Eighty of the best 
prints in four categories were mounted for display and judging by the 

visiting public. This year nearly a thousand visitors completed voting slips. The 
competition was organised by BSoUP members Dave Smith and Mark Feldman 
who received all of the prints and selected the final eighty, set up the display at 
the Dive Show, co-ordinating the public judging process as well as procuring the 
grand prize. 

payoff technique. An outstanding 
piece of underwater art. We just 
loved it."

Nick was the winner of the Grand Prize 
of a voucher courtesy of Kungkungan 
Bay Resort (KBR) Lembeh. The prize 
includes a beach front cottage suite, 
full board, 6 two-dive diving days and 
taxes (excluding flights).

Runner up: Chris Knight

Highly Commended:

Chris Knight – 2 images
Mark Launchbury
Laura Storm – 2 images
David Morgan
Jon Batchelor
Cheng Han
Henley Spiers
Gareth Millson
Nick More
Justin Beevor
Ellen Cuylaerts
Kirsty Andrews
Sean Chinn
Michael Gallagher

The following results reflect the 
peoples’ choice:
British Advanced category

Winner:        Henley Spiers
Runner up:    Nick More

British non-advanced category
This category is for people who 

have never won or been placed in a 
national or international competition.

Winner:        Mark Launchbury
Runner-up:   Simon Temple

Overseas Advanced category

Winner:          Mario Vitalini
Runner up:     Will Clark

Overseas non-advanced category

This category is for people who 
have never won or been placed in a 
national or international competition.

Winner:          Catherine Holmes
Runner-up:     Laura Storm

All images can be seen on the BSoUP 
website.

BSoUP

Our Sponsors:

Frogfish PhotographyDoug Allan
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BSoUP

Winner - Henley Spiers

The British advanced categoryOverall Winner - Nick More

Winner - Mark Launchbury

Runner-up - Simon Temple (right)

Runner-up - Nick More (top left)

Runner-up - Chris Knight

The British & Irish  non advanced category

BSoUPBSoUP
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Winner - Mario Vitalini Runner-up - Will Clark 

Runner-up - Laura Storm (Above) 

Overseas advanced category

Overseas non advanced category

Winner - Catherine Holmes

BSoUPBSoUP
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Discovered over 500 years ago by 
the Spanish, the islands were initially 
deemed “useless”, so how does it rate 
as a dive destination?

KLM flies daily 
from Amsterdam 
Schiphol direct 
to Bonaire 
Flamingo airport 
with a flight time 
of about 10 
hours. We stayed 
at Buddy Dive 
Resort, just north 
of the capital 
Kralendijk. We 
originally stayed 
there 15 years 
ago as baby 
divers, and liked 
the atmosphere 
of the resort … 
it has expanded 
since then, now 
offering four dive 
boats and an 
ample and easily 
accessible house 
reef. One of the 
main benefits 
offered by 
Bonaire is “Dive 

Freedom”. There are no restrictions on 
diving, and as a qualified diver you 
can dive 24x7, whether that be a pre-
sunrise dive, dusk dive, night dive or 
whenever takes your fancy. Non-divers 
are also amply catered for through a 

varied number of activities including 
cycling, walking, bird watching, 
kayaking, windsurfing and kite surfing. 
A wide range of restaurants provide 
European, American and Caribbean 
cuisine.

As part of our dive package, a pick-
up truck was included. Driving is 
easy, although use of indicators is a 
bit random and care is required at 
roundabouts. Across the main island 
there are a total of 89 official dive 
sites. While the 26 sites on Klein 
Bonaire (an island off the west coast 
of Bonaire) are only accessible via a 
20 to 30 minute boat ride, there are 
many sites accessible as shore dives 
on the main island. Marked by yellow 
stones, the majority of shore dive 
sites are on the more sheltered west 
coast. Although there are a number 
of sites on the south and east of the 
island, these are more prone to wind 
and swell and are definitely for the 
more adventurous and probably not 
those with large camera systems. From 
Buddy Dive Resort, most shore sites 
require no more than a 20 minute 
drive.

Throwing your dive gear into the 
back of the pick-up and grabbing 
tanks from the “drive through” air 
station gives you the freedom to dive 
as you please. Nitrox is available for 
qualified divers and is recommended 
as a number of sites benefited from 
extended time around 20 metres. 

Bonaire – Divers’ Paradise 
by Keith Lyall and Jo Horrocks

Bonaire is 50 miles north of 
Venezuela and is one of the 
Dutch ABC islands comprising 

Aruba, Bonaire and Curacao, 
also known as the Leeward Antilles 

(previously the Dutch Antilles). This 
places Bonaire far below the hurricane 
belt with 365 days of sunny skies 
almost guaranteed and cooling 
winds making for a bearable climate. 

Divers at Salt Pier. KL
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Shore entry can range from easy 
sandy entries to trickier rocky entries 
with hidden boulders and jagged 
outcrops to trip up the unwary. We 
found working as a buddy team was 
the safest method on entry, holding 
one another until you get into deeper 
water. Most dive sites, happily,  have 
a sandy bottom descending gradually 
to 6 metres to the main reef; a great 
place to mooch about and complete 
your safety stop. 

Obviously as a shore dive you have 
to navigate back to your entry point 
to save the walk of shame along the 
road in your wetsuit to pick-up your 
vehicle… The best strategy to follow 
is upon reaching the main reef, 
determine the direction of current and 
swim into the current for a period of 
time before drifting back.

Of the 89 dives sites, 3 stood out for 
us during our stay and we returned 
to those on numerous occasions. The 
house reef (Buddy’s Reef) is easily 
accessible from the dive centre and 
offers a good variety subjects; typically 
15-25 metres was most productive for 
us. A 10 minute swim north towards 
the famous Captain Don’s resort 
offers wide angle opportunities on a 
small cabin cruiser perched on the 
reef at 7 metres down to 15 metres. 
Another 5 minutes further offers a 
deeper wreck at 35 metres, worth 
a look but of limited photographic 
opportunity.

Above:
Peppermint shrimp inside tube sponge. JH
Secretary Blenny. JH
Baby turtle and tangs at Salt Pier. KL
Spotted Cleaner Shrimp on anemone. JH

Following page:
Wreck of the Hilma Hooker. KL
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Start your journey
into diving here …

… and continue here!

The premier dive centres in the UK and the Caribbean …
… together we look after your whole diving journey!

020 8995 0002
info@londonschoolofdiving.co.uk

www.londonschoolofdiving.co.uk

+1 758 451-DIVE (3483)
info@divesaintlucia.com

www.divesaintlucia.com
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Above: Wreck at Captain Don’s. JH   Below: Moray Eel. JH
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Optional Right- 
hand Handle

TTL Bulkhead as standard
TTL Electronics available 
separately

Vacuum System
Bulkhead as

standard

Dry Lock Port System allows
for larger lenses, for example the 

Nikon 14-24mm or Sigma 10-20mm

Ikelite Housing for
the Nikon D850

Optional Shutter
Extension

Optional
Viewfinders

Tel: 01404 812277
sales@camerasunderwater.co.uk
www.camerasunderwater.co.uk

The wreck of the Hilma Hooker offers 
Bonaire’s equivalent to the Giannis 
D, a very recognisable wreck lying in 
32 metres, with the highest point at 
18 metres. Lying on its starboard side 
with the deck facing towards the west, 
if you visit the wreck mid-morning, 
you will get the lighting on the bow 
and forward superstructure. Although 
visibility drops every afternoon, a late 
afternoon dive gives greater photo 
angles with light on more of the deck 
areas. Very much a wide-angle site, 
there is little of interest other than the 
wreck itself, so pretty much an “in and 
out” dive.

Our favourite site is Salt Pier which we 
dived no fewer than ten times during 
our two-week stay. Bonaire produces 
salt from large drying pans and cargo 
ships arrive at the pier every two 
weeks; at that time you are unable 
to dive under the pier for obvious 
reasons. The pier is made up of a 
number of separate pontoons, ranging 
from 7 metres to 
20 metres to the 
seabed. Backing 
off makes for 
striking silhouettes, 
reminiscent of the 
machines in War 
of the Worlds. 
Wide-angle close 
up with strobe 
lighting brings 
out the colour of 
coral growth on 

the pier legs while shoals of fish and 
individual fish cater for both wide 
angle and close-up photography. We 
were regularly treated to baby turtles 
feeding in the shallows (2 metres of 
water), a great way to start and end 
your dive.

From a photographic perspective, if 
you are looking for an abundance of 
small critters reminiscent of the Far 
East, Bonaire is probably not for you. 
If you are looking for colourful reefs, 
then again Bonaire is not for you as 
the reefs are often beige in colour 
rather than the vibrant colours of 
those found in the Red Sea. However 
if you are looking for varied diving 
with a range of photo opportunities 
from macro to wide angle and the 
opportunity to define your own dive 
schedule, then Bonaire will fit the bill. 
The range of opportunities became 
more apparent to us when reviewing 
our images at the end of our stay and 
will be on our itinerary for future trips.
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DiveQuest
THE ULTIMATE IN DIVING HOLIDAYS & UNDERWATER PHOTOGRAPHY DESTINATIONS

www.divequest-diving-holidays.co.uk
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Sending guests to the finest photography locations in the 
world for over 25 years.

Email: divers@divequest-diving-holidays.co.uk


